"They who dream by day are cognizant of many things which escape those who dream only by night. In
their grey visions they obtain glimpses of eternity." -Edgar Allan Poe

A Star Awaits
Persistence, ambition, dreams and imagination are some of the fundamental ingredients of success.
If one has those, and combines them with desire, talent, and compassion, the world is theirs to conquer.
Chasen Dreams has all of those qualities – the world is better for it.
Chasen Dreams is a hip-hop artist, but his gift is beyond that.
Dreams communicates through his music proving that life lessons can be shared with a universal
audience.
Dreams is unique because his lyrics are not just words, but lessons on life.
Behind every artist there is a story.
Chasen Dream’s story is extraordinary because every star has its own path, just as every dream comes
from an uncommon mind. Every path has a source point – a beginning to reach its arc of destiny.
Stars have their trajectory.
Here, the destination is successful singles, records, and concerts, but also the revelation that in the end
talent will sustain a performer.
Chasen Dreams will not let his dream die before his music is heard. Following a quote by one of
America’s great presidents: Woodrow Wilson.
“We grow great by dreams. All big men are dreamers. They see things in the soft haze of a spring day or
in the red fire of a long winter's evening. Some of us let these great dreams die, but others nourish and
protect them; nurse them through bad days till they bring them to the sunshine and light, which comes
always to those who sincerely hope that their dreams will come true.”
Chasen Dreams has already completed seven mix-tapes and is finishing his fourth full-length album. The
progression of this star’s talent is exemplified by how far he has come in such a short time.

See the dream. Be the dream. Chase the dream.

